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COLLABORATIVE DECISION MAKING 

 

(Presented by Name of Australia) 

 

SUMMARY 

 

This paper presents an overview of  options under consideration for Collaborative Decision 

Making in support of Air Traffic Flow Management (ATFM) at major capital city 

aerodromes in Australia  

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

1.1 The Bureau has participated in four Collaborative Decision Making (CDM) trials for 

meteorological briefing (MET) that examined products and processes for MET CDM at Brisbane and 

Sydney airports managed through Airservices Australia (Airservices) National Operations Centre 

(NOC). The latest trial has proved that the MET CDM capability would benefit Air Traffic Flow 

Management (ATFM) around these major airports.   

 

1.2 Several issues have been identified during the trials that could be resolved through an 

alternative approach to the one that has previously been trialed at these aerodromes. These issues 

include: 

 The forecaster for the aerodrome in question has a priority to amend and update regulated 

products such as Trend, TAF and Aerodrome warnings before any update or creation of MET 

products for ATFM. 

 The TAF is not a suitable product for ATFM purposes and was designed for safe flight 

planning and in flight decisions. 

 There were times during the trials where forecasters covering Brisbane and Sydney airports 

were too busy to provide a MET CDM product for ATFM purposes.  

 The inherent mismatch between ICAO products designed for safe flight planning and Met 

products designed to optimise ATFM. 

 During the trial, the Bureau’s briefing service to Airservices imbedded in NOC (NOCMET) 

and the airline meteorological briefing service (AVMET) were provided with the appropriate 

briefs. It was noted through the trials that the AVMET opinions and ideas for improved 

ATFM MET CDM were not always effectively included in the process. 
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 The trials revealed that meteorologists involved in this process needed detailed knowledge of 

the meteorological parameters affecting ATFM.  This was resolved in part by the 

development of Reference Cards, see attachment for an example of an airport reference card. 

However the process to educate Bureau aviation forecasters in ATFM processes had proved 

difficult. 

 

2. Discussion 

 

2.1 A future MET CDM concept will examine whether a more centralised model, where 

the NOCMET would become responsible for the delivery of all MET CDM ATFM products, could 

deliver the required products and services for improved ATFM. The NOCMET currently provides 

briefing service and presently does not produce ICAO regulated products. It has been proposed that 

NOCMET would gather information from a variety of sources, including consultation with the 

applicable Meteorological Watch Office (MWO), prior to issuing the product. The MET CDM ATFM 

product would then be discussed and continuously updated through a MET CDM process with 

Airservices, MWOs and AVMET units.   

 

2.2 The MET CDM product would be significantly different to the current matrix type 

products previously trialed but would incorporate the information gathered from Airservices 

documentation and air traffic managers in the development of the CDM Reference Cards, see 

attachment.  The NOCMET would initially manage four products for Sydney, Brisbane, Melbourne 

and Perth (YSSY, YBBN, YMML, and YPPH) but would also be tasked with the ongoing 

development of these products and the future development of ATFM products for the terminal 

maneuvering area (TMA) and other areas of airspace deemed important.  
 

2.3 NOCMET would continue to liaise with all applicable personnel across the Bureau 

and other industry stakeholders. The concept of operation would include the following elements: 

  

 NOCMET would monitor forecast products TAF, Trend, Aerodrome Briefing, Warnings etc. 

 NOCMET would discuss any underlying issues with the forecasters for the major airports. 

 NOCMET would generate an acceptance rates matrix within Airservices system based on the 

forecast and using the rates tables in the MET CDM Reference Cards. Matrix would be 

hour/weather phenomena of importance/acceptance rate to whatever the forecast timeline 

required. 

 NOCMET would convene a MET CDM conference with AVMET units and modify rates 

accordingly while noting  key points in discussion and making  final decisions. 

 MET CDM rates table passed to Airservices Traffic Manager for discussion and final decision 

on acceptance rates by Airservices Traffic Manager. 

 NOCMET liaises with Airservices and AVMET units regarding changes to forecasts that may 

impact on the MET CDM rates. Conducts further MET CDM discussions as appropriate. 

 

2.4 The current acceptance rate for thunderstorm (TS) at YBBN is (18-22).  If the rates 

table was less prescriptive the MET CDM process could decide which rate within the bracket would 

be applied to any TS on the TAF.  If the MET CDM process were given broader brackets (say 16-23) 

a higher hedged rate could be achieved and the MET CDM process could consider TS in the TMA if 

it were significant.  
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Example: PROB30 TEMPO 0207 3000 TSRA BKN010 

 

TIME (UTC) 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 

WEATHER Nil Nil TS TS TS TS TS TS Nil 

MET CDM RATE 26 26 22 19 18 19 22 22 26 

               

2.5 The MET CDM rate then goes to the traffic managers who can then apply a plus or 

minus X factor and Airservices would set the applied rate and have the final decision. 

 

2.6 The roles and responsibilities for the Bureau aerodrome forecaster would include no 

change with status quo except be involved with any proposed discussions with NOCMET, including: 

 

 Provide the TAF and Aerodrome Weather Briefing. 

 Discuss the forecast and any underlying issues with NOCMET. This should convey 

confidence and issues not conveyed in the TAF. Discuss parameters that may not have change 

groups in the TAF. 

  

2.7 The roles and responsibilities for the NOCMET Meteorologist will require 24/7 

coverage to implement MET CDM properly, including those described in section 2.3. 

 

2.8 The roles and responsibilities for the AVMET Meteorologist would include: 

 

 Generating estimates of rates taking into consideration meteorological conditions, the 

forecast, information on airport reference cards and factors relating to airline commercial risk. 

 Contributes to the weather forecast and rates discussion through the MET CDM conference 

call.  

 

2.9 The roles and responsibilities for Airservices would include: 

 

 Develop rates tables within which the MET CDM process should operate in.  

 Develop the rates tables such that the rates need not reference the TAF though the phenomena 

should be aligned. 

 Together with the Bureau develop a process to monitor and incorporate lessons learned.  

 Manage the rates tables and the mandatory processes that the meteorologists should be 

following. 

 Manage rules surrounding changes to the tables, MET CDM Reference Cards and MET CDM 

process. 

 

3. Conclusion 

 

3.1 The advantages of the proposed MET CDM option includes: 

 

 The MET CDM process would develop into an organised discussion on forecast risk and 

commercial risk interpreted through a rates table.  

 The process is managed through NOCMET and Airservices Traffic Managers. 

 The MWO forecaster would not need to be involved in the MET CDM rates discussion. 

 Airservices Traffic Managers would have the final say on the rates and can apply an X factor 

if required. 
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3.2 There are some issues that need to be addressed before this new system of MET 

CDM can be implemented. This would include: 

 

 Overcoming resistances by Airservices Managers to meteorologists setting a MET CDM rate. 

However Airservices Managers would have controls over the rules (tables) that 

meteorologists apply, with Airservices still setting the applied rates. 

 We might need another trial October to November. Positives: This is no additional resource 

for the Bureau. This could be continued as BAU from a Bureau perspective. We could 

probably immediately apply the process to the other airports with only minor changes in 

NOCMET staffing. 

 The AVMET Units and the NOCMET should have a face to face meeting once or twice a 

year to address any ongoing issues; they are effectively the collaborative decision makers. 

This is a minor cost for the service. 

 

4. Action by the Meeting 

 

3.1 The meeting is invited to note the information contained in this paper 

 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
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Attachment 
Sydney (YSSY) Airport Reference Card 
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